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Advanced design systems llc

Advance Design &amp;& amp; Systems, LLC was founded in 2004 by David A. Crawford Jr.com as a provider of contract engineering services for the medical field. We specialized in quick turns of mechanical designs for a single client. In 2005 ADS began to cultivate the designs to be manufactured and the constructions and.. Read more Advance Design
&amp;&amp; Systems LLC resides at Pine City Technology Park. We are located 60 miles north of the metro area just off Interstate 35 at exit 171. Our facility brings together our project management and engineering team with our manufacturing and assembly team for a dynamic experience. Read more Pine City Address: Advance Design &amp;& amp;
Systems, LLC 325 Airport Road NE Pine City, MN 55063 St. Paul Address: Advance Design &amp; Systems, LLC 3325 Labore Rd St. Paul, MN 55110 Advanced Design Systems is the manufacturer of the Advanced Light Transmittance Meter (ALTM), a precision optical instrument for measuring window dye. For more than 30 years we have been offering
high quality engineering solutions to a wide range of industries. Profile of the company Advanced Design Systems (ADS) began operations in Hawaii in 1986 by providing electronic engineering services to other high-tech companies. Our design projects have gone from automation systems for factory operations to communications systems for air traffic
control. LocationAdvanced Design Systems is located in Mililani Hawaii. Advanced Design Systems P.O. Box 893459 Mililani, HI 96789 We can arrive on weekdays by email to contact@advanceddesignsystems.com or by phone at 1-800-865-1820. 5603 Tennessee Ave., Nashville, TN, 37209 2018-07-20 To build a unique new family residence at 2200
square feet with porches and decks.. side mishap at 3'... back min 20'... in front min 22'... see plan.. max ht to 2 stories and 35'... measured from natural grade to far superior structure from the two front corners.for every 30 feet of lot façade or fraction of a 2-inch tweezer tree as listed in the list of urban forest approved trees sh... see more 601 Brook Hollow
Rd, Nashville, TN, 37205 2016-05-20 To build 6063sf unique family residence with garage 938sf. Side mishap of 15 min. 20 min. subsequent setbacks front mishap of more than 120. not being above servitudes. in accordance with the metro law code 2006-1263 and (permit holder) certify that all construction and demolition waste generated by any and all
activities regulated by this permit will be eliminated in an approved landfill. More... see more 2227 Castleman Dr, Nashville, TN, 37215 2016-05-02 Main Package is map 131-1 pack 113 is zone r20 contains 24829 sf lot area and is located in a registered before 1984. this permission to build unity of a proposed horizon ownership line duplex regime with 2532
sf seating area and porch areas. separate units. maximum height allowed is 37. 72 min front s/b; 10 min side s/b; 20 min rear s/b. must fully comply with metro town hall 2014-... see more 2225 Castleman Dr, Nashville, TN, 37215 2016-05-02 Main Package is map 131-1 package 113 is zone r20 contains 24829 sf lot area and is in a subdivision recorded
before 1984. this permission to build unit b of the proposed duplex horizon property line regime with 2605 sf seating area and porch areas. separate units. maximum height allowed is 40. 72 min front s/b; 10 min side s/b; 20 min later s/b. must fully comply with the bills of the City of Metro 2014-... see more 506 Garfield St, Nashville, TN, 37208 2016-03-30
According to #2006-1263 metro code of laws and (permit holder) certify that all construction and demolition waste generated by any and all activities watered down by this permit will be removed in an approved landfill. I further certify that no construction and demolition waste will be stored on the property in violation of any metro code supply;for every 30 feet
of frozen street... see more 1701 5th Ave N, Nashville, TN, 37208 2016-03-30 OK #2006-1263 metro code laws and (permit holder) certify that all construction and demolition waste generated by any and all activities governed by this permit will be removed in an approved landfill. I further certify that no construction and demolition waste will be stored on the
property in violation of any metro code supply;for every 30 feet of frozen street... see more 4222 A Granny White Pike, Nashville, TN, 37204 2014-07-31 To build a unique new family residence at 3000 square feet with attached garage of 400 square feet and with porches and decks ... in front min 80'... sides min 5'.. back min 20'... see plan. for every 30 feet
of façade or fraction of the street of a 2-inch tweezer tree, as indicated in the list of trees approved by urban forestry, will be planted on the themed property. according to ordinance #2006-1263 metropolitan ... see more 4222 B Granny White Pike, Nashville, TN, 37204 2014-07-31 To build a unique new family residence at 3000 square feet with porches and
decks... in front min 80'... sides min 5'.. back min 20'... see plan. for every 30 feet of façade or fraction of the street of a 2-inch tweezer tree, as indicated in the list of trees approved by urban forestry, will be planted on the themed property. according to ordinance #2006-1263 metropolitan code of laws and (the holder in thi... see more 2248 Castleman Dr,
Nashville, TN, 37215 2014-12-31 To build 2800 sf 2 story unique family residence with 400 sf garage attached with 100 sf porches. 10 min. side mishaps 20 subsequent front setbacks at 61.7 per average. see attached. unit 1 of 2. lot coverage of 8690 sf maximum lot coverage. be above servitudes. agree #2006-1263 metro code laws and (permit holder) so
certify that all construction and demolition wast... see more 2250 Castleman Dr, Nashville, TN, 37215 2014-12-31 To build 2800 sf 2 story unique family residence with 400 sf garage attached with 100 sf. 10 min. side side 20 subsequent setbacks front mishap at 61.7 per average. see attached. unit 2 of 2. lot coverage of 8690 sf maximum lot coverage. not
being above servitudes. agree #2006-1263 metro code laws and (permit holder) so certify that all construction and demolition wast... See more 3912 Caylor Dr, Nashville, TN, 37215 2016-05-12 To demolish the unique exisitng family residence. not be buried or burned in situ. the works of this demolition permit must be initiated within thirty (30) days from the
issue and must be completed sixty (60) days after the start. this permit expires 90 days after the permit is issued. please call 811 before digging 6215 C New York Ave, Nashville, TN, 37209 2018-07-31 Split of the currently inactive map and package 91-2-23.demo permit: work on this demolition permit must begin within thirty (30) days of issuance and will
be completed sixty (60) days after the start. this permit expires 90 days after the permit is issued. please call 811 before digging to demolish a single family nothing... nothing to bury or burn in batch.according to ordinance #2006-1263 ... see more 6003 C Pennsylvania Ave, Nashville, TN, 37209 2018-07-31 Split from currently inactive map and package 91-
2-226.demo permit: work on this demolition permit must begin within thirty (30) days of issuance and be completed sixty (60) days after this permit expires 90 days after the permit is issued. please call 811 before digging to demolish a single family nothing... nothing to bury or burn in batch.according to ordinance #2006-1263 ... see more 3610 B General
Bate Dr, Nashville, TN, 37204 2018-05-24 To build 3032sf unique family residence with 420sf garage. Side mishap of 5 minutes, subsequent mishap of 20 minutes, frontal setback at 47,3' by avg. unit 2 of 2. Lot coverage is 1696sf maximum lot coverage 4448sf. not to be above bondage. maximum height 3 floors or 32,4'. in accordance with the ordinance no
2008-1263 of the metropolitan code of laws, and , holder of this permission, certify that in the... see more Permission #: CAGM 2018029573 3610 A General Bate Dr, Nashville, TN, 37204 2018-05-24 To build 3089sf unique family residence with 320sf garage. Side mishap of 5 minutes, subsequent mishap of 20 minutes, frontal setback at 47,3' by avg. unit 1
of 2. Lot coverage is 1644sf maximum lot coverage 4448sf. not being above easements. maximum height 3 floors or 32,8'. in accordance with the ordinance no 2008-1263 of the metropolitan code of laws, and , holder of this permission, certify that in the... see more Permission #: CAGM 2018029572 3610 B General Bate Dr, Nashville, TN, 37204 2020-06-06
To build 3032sf unique family residence with garage 420sf. 5 Side mishap 20 min. subsequent setback against front mishap at 47.3 by avg. unit 2 of 2. Lot coverage is 1696sf maximum lot coverage 4448sf. not to be above bondage. maximum height 3 floors or 32,4' ***in accordance with the ordinance no 2008-1263 of the metropolitan code of laws and of
this permit certify that all constructions... see more Permission #: CAEL 2018029502 3610 A General Bate Dr, Nashville, TN, 37204 2018-05-23 To build 3089sf unique family residence with 320sf garage. 5 min. side setback 20 min. subsequent setbacks front at 47.3 for Avg. Unit 1 of 2. Lot coverage is 1644sf maximum lot coverage 4448sf. not being above
easements. maximum height 3 floors or 32.8' ***in accordance with the ordinance no 2008-1263 of the metropolitan code of laws and holder of this permission certify that all the construction... see more Permission #: CAEL 2018029498 130 B Fern Ave, Nashville, TN, 37207 2020-05-18 To build 2750sf unique family home with 494sf garage and 600sf
porches. 5 min. side mishap 20 min. subsequent mishap front at 39 for Avg. unit 1 of 2. Lot coverage is 1490sf maximum lot coverage of 3700sf. not being above bondage. maximum height 3 floors or 45' sidewalks are not required ***in accordance with the ordinance no 2008-1263 of the metropolitan code of laws and holder of thi ... see more Permission #:
CAPL 2018028404 130 B Fern Ave, Nashville, TN, 37207 2018-05-18 To build 2750sf single family residence with 494sf garage and porches 600sf. 5 min. side mishap 20 min. subsequent setbacks front to 39 for Avg. unit 1 of 2. Lot coverage is 1490sf maximum lot coverage of 3700sf. not being above bondage. maximum height 3 floors or 45' sidewalks are
not required ***in accordance with the ordinance no 2008-1263 of the metropolitan code of laws and holder of thi ... see more Permission #: CAGM 2018028409 130 A Fern Ave, Nashville, TN, 37207 2018-05-18 To build 2750sf single family residence with 494sf garage and porches 600sf. 5 min. side mishap 20 min. subsequent setbacks front to 39 for Avg.
unit 1 of 2. Lot coverage is 1490sf maximum lot coverage of 3700sf. not being above bondage. maximum height 3 floors or 45' sidewalks are not required ***in accordance with the ordinance no 2008-1263 of the metropolitan code of laws and holder of thi ... see more Permission #: CAGM 2018028408 130 B Fern Ave, Nashville, TN, 37207 2020-05-18 To
build 2750sf single family residence with 494sf garage and 600sf porches. 5 min. side mishap 20 min. subsequent setbacks front at 39 for Avg. Unit 1 of 2. Lot coverage is 1490sf maximum lot coverage of 3700sf. not being above bondage. maximum height 3 floors or 45' sidewalks are not required ***in accordance with the ordinance no 2008-1263 of the
metropolitan code of laws and holder of thi ... see more Permission #: CAEL 2018028406 130 A Fern Ave, Nashville, TN, 37207 2020-05-18 To build 2750sf unique family residence with 494sf garage and 600sf porches. 5 min. side mishap 20 min. subsequent mishap front 39 by avg. 1 of 2. Lot coverage is 1490sf maximum lot coverage of 3700sf. not being
above bondage. maximum height 3 floors or 45' sidewalks are not required ***in accordance with the ordinance no 2008-1263 of the metropolitan code of laws and holder Thi... see more Permission #: CAEL 2018028405 201 Haverford Ave, Nashville, TN, 37205 2018-01-09 To demolish 1400+/- square feet of unique family residence footprint existing in
preparation for a 4, 395 addition and renovation. the works of this demolition permit must be initiated within thirty (30) days from the issue and must be completed sixty (60) days after the start. this permit expires 90 days after the permit is issued. please call 811 before digging. according to ordinance #2006-1263 metr... see more Permission #: CADM
2017001277 938 Southside Pl, Nashville, TN, 37203 2018-02-20 To build a new single family residence at 2458 sqft with garage attached to 475 square feet with porches and decks this is one of two individual family homes on this property.... divided from 105-2-488. Connected... ahead min 33.1 sides min 5'... min back 20'.... see plan must comply with the
code relating to ht and number of stories. **height limitations.... do not exceed 3 stories to the maximum that ... see more Permission #: CAPL 2017011924 936 Southside Pl, Nashville, TN, 37203 2018-02-20 To build a new single family residence at 2438 square meters with garage attached to 475 square feet with porches and decks this is one of two
individual family homes on this property.... divided from 105-2-488. Connected... ahead min 33.1 sides min 5'... min back 20'.... see plan need to comply with the code relating to the limitations ht and # of the stories (3 maximum allowed) ** height limitations .... do not exceed 3... see more Permission #: CAPL 2017011923 6337 B Alamo Pl, Nashville, TN,
37209 2018-03-03 To build a new unique family residence in 1951 sqft with garage attached to 276 square feet with porches and decks ... It is one of the two individual family homes of this property... side by side min 6 between houses.... divided from 91-9-224.....front min 39'...... sides min 5'... back min 20'... home width at 21.6'... max ht to 2 stories ... need
to meet bl2014-770 that says: the height of... see more Permission #: CAPL 2017014726 6337 In Alamo Pl, Nashville, TN, 37209 2018-03-03 To build a new unique family residence in 1951 sqft with garage attached to 276 square feet with porches and decks ... It is one of the two individual family homes of this property... side by side min 6 between
houses.... divided from 91-9-224.....front min 39'...... sides min 5'... back min 20'... home width at 21.6'... max ht to 2 stories ... need to meet bl2014-770 that says: the height of... see more Permission #: CAPL 2017014724 6337 B Alamo Pl, Nashville, TN, 37209 2018-03-06 To build a new unique family residence in 1951 sqft with garage attached to 276
square feet with porches and decks It is one of the two individual family homes of this property... side by side min 6 between houses.... divided from 91-9-224.....front min 39'...... sides min 5'... back min 20'... home width at 21.6'... max ht to 2 stories ... need to meet bl2014-770 that says: the height of... see more Permission #: CAEL 2017015302 2017015302
At Alamo Pl, Nashville, TN, 37209 2018-03-06 To build a unique new family residence at 1951 square feet with garage attached to 276 square feet with porches and decks... It is one of the two individual family homes of this property... side by side min 6 between houses.... divided from 91-9-224.....front min 39'...... sides min 5'... back min 20'... home width at
21.6'... max ht to 2 stories ... need to meet bl2014-770 that says: the height of... see more Permission #: CAEL 2017015299 6337 B Alamo Pl, Nashville, TN, 37209 2018-03-14 To build a new unique family residence in 1951 sqft with garage attached to 276 square feet with porches and decks ... It is one of the two individual family homes of this property...
side by side min 6 between houses.... divided from 91-9-224.....front min 39'...... sides min 5'... back min 20'... home width at 21.6'... max ht to 2 stories ... need to meet bl2014-770 that says: the height of... see more Permission #: CAGM 2017017540 6337 A Alamo Pl, Nashville, TN, 37209 2018-03-14 To build a unique new family residence in 1951 sqft with
garage attached to 276 square feet with porches and decks ... It is one of the two individual family homes of this property... side by side min 6 between houses.... divided from 91-9-224.....front min 39'...... sides min 5'... back min 20'... home width at 21.6'... max ht to 2 stories ... need to meet bl2014-770 that says: the height of... see more Permission #: CAGM
2017017538 5405 B Louisiana Ave, Nashville, TN, 37209 2020-05-11 To build a new unique family residence at 2208 square feet and porches at 250 square feet. this is an undervalued batch that must conform to the bl2013-419 ordinance and section 17.40.670 of the metro code, including mandatory 3-sided mishaps for at least 25% of the depth that
begins in the mishap in the street minimum 20 subsequent setbacks and 21.5 mishap maximum height of 35 feet including base... see more Permission #: CAPL 2018025158 5405 At Louisiana Ave, Nashville, TN, 37209 2020-05-03 To build a new unique family residence at 2177 square feet and porches at 250 square feet. this is an undervalued batch that
must conform to the bl2013-419 ordinance and section 17.40.670 of the metro code, including mandatory 3-sided mishaps for at least 25% of the depth that begins in the mishap in the street minimum 20 subsequent setbacks and 21.5 mishap maximum height of 35 feet including base... see more Permission #: CAPL 2018025157 3610 B General Bate Dr,
Nashville, TN, 37204 2018-05-02 To build 3032sf unique family residence with garage 420sf. 5-minute side mishap, subsequent 20-minute setback, mishap at 47,3' for avg. unit 2 of 2. Lot coverage is 1696sf maximum lot coverage 4448sf. not to be above bondage. maximum height 3 floors or 32,4'. in accordance with the ordinance no 2008-1263 of the
metropolitan code of laws, and , holder of this permission, certify that in the... see more Permission #: CAPL 2018024928 5405 B Louisiana Ave, Nashville, TN, TN, 2018-04-27 To build a unique new family residence at 2208 square feet, and porches at 250 square feet. it is a batch of considerable dimensions, it must conform to the bl2013-419 ordinance and
section 17.40.670 of the metro code, including the lateral mishaps necessary for at least 25% of the depth that begins in the mishap in the street, the subsequent minimum mishap of 20' and the minimum average mishap of 21.5'. Maximum height of 35 feet including f... see more Permission #: CAGM 2018024031 5405 At Louisiana Ave, Nashville, TN, 37209
2018-04-27 To build a new unique family residence at 2177 square feet, and porches at 250 square feet. it is a batch of considerable dimensions, it must conform to the bl2013-419 ordinance and section 17.40.670 of the metro code, including the lateral mishaps necessary for at least 25% of the depth that begins in the mishap in the street, the subsequent
minimum mishap of 20' and the minimum average mishap of 21.5'. Maximum height of 35 feet including f... see more Permission #: CAGM 2018024029 1807 B Sherwood Ln, Nashville, TN, 37216 2018-05-10 To build 1807 b sherwood of new HPR/duplex family residence with 2171 square feet of living space garage of 382 square feet and 50 square feet of
porches and decks. minimum 5 minimum lateral mishaps of 6 feet between separate units 52.45 ft minimum frontal mishap and 20 minimum subsequent setbacks. maximum height of 1.5 to the width ratio from natural degree.... maximum coverage of the building on the total plot so as not to exceed 4... see more Permission #: CAPL 2017031182 1807 A
Sherwood Ln, Nashville, TN, 37216 2018-05-10 To build 1807 a sherwood of new HPR/duplex family residence with 2171 square feet of living space garage of 382 square feet and 50 square feet of porches and decks. minimum 5 minimum lateral mishaps of 6 feet between separate units 52.45 ft minimum frontal mishap and 20 minimum subsequent
setbacks. maximum height of 1.5 to the width ratio from natural degree.... maximum coverage of the building on the total plot so as not to exceed 4... see more Permission #: CAPL 2017031181 1807 A Sherwood Ln, Nashville, TN, 37216 2017-12-07 6/8/17-ahb-add additional accessories - approved by p. gunn to build 1807 a sherwood of new HPR/duplex
family residence with 2171 square feet of living space garage of 382 square feet and 50 square feet of porches and decks minimum 5 minimum lateral mishaps of 6 feet between separate units 52.45 ft minimum frontal mishap and 20 minimum subsequent setbacks. maximum height of 1.5 to natural grade width ratio....... see more Permission #: CAGM
2017036113 2027 Castleman Dr, Nashville, TN, 37215 2020-04-23 To build a new unique family residence at 3103 square feet with attached and covered porches this is one of two individual family homes in this property ... divided from 131-6-38...min 6 between houses... side mishap min 10'... ahead min 113'... width of the house at 30'.. max ht to 36'6....
need to meet the bl2014-770 that says: the height of two single-family housing units in a single lot cannot exc... see more Permission #: CAGM 2018022726 2025 Castleman Dr, Nashville, TN, 37215 2020-04-23 To build a new one family residence at 3103 m2 with porches and decks attached this is one of the two individual family homes of this property...
divided from 131-6-38...min 6 between houses... side mishap min 10'... ahead min 113'... width of the house at 30'.. max ht to 36'6.... need to meet the bl2014-770 that says: the height of two single-family housing units in a single lot cannot exc... see more Permission #: CAGM 2018022725 6105 B Louisiana Ave, Nashville, TN, 37209 2019-11-20 This permit
is to build unit b of the proposed horizontal property line regime... ... 2, 063 square meters of living area and 200 square feet porch area... units unleashed. maximum height allowed is 25.5'. Minimum mishap of 24'; Minimum side mishap of 5'; Subsequent minimum mishap of 20' ... do not build or obstruct property easeds ...... must comply with the bills of the
Metro Council 2014-725 and 2014-770. ***... see more Permission #: CAPL 2017039751 6105 At Louisiana Ave, Nashville, TN, 37209 2019-06-15 This permit is to build the unit of a proposed horizontal property line regime... ... 2, 063 square meters of living area and 200 square feet porch area... units unleashed. maximum height allowed is 25.5'. Minimum
mishap of 24'; Minimum side mishap of 5'; Subsequent minimum mishap of 20' ... do not build or obstruct property easeds ...... must comply with the bills of the Metro Council 2014-725 and 2014-770. ***... see more Permission #: CAPL 2017039748 2815 B Hody Dr, Nashville, TN, 37206 2019-06-16 To build unit b of 2815 hody drive of new HPR family
residence/duplex with 2255 feet of living space and 12m2 square feet of porches and decks. minimum 5 minimum lateral mishaps of 6 feet between separate units 44.7 minimum frontal mishaps and 20 minimum subsequent setbacks. Maximum overlay contextual coverage of all houses so as not to exceed 2036 square feet maximum height of 27 feet on 1
1/2 floors. Has... see more Permission #: CAEL 2017039902 2815 A Hody Dr, Nashville, TN, 37206 2019-06-16 Contextual overlay to build unit of a 2815 unit of new HPR/duplex family residence with 2255 feet of living space and 12 square feet of porches and decks. minimum 5 minimum lateral mishaps of 6 feet between separate units 44.7 minimum frontal
mishaps and 20 minimum subsequent setbacks. maximum overlay contextual coverage of all houses so as not to exceed 2036 square feet maximum height of 27 feet in... see more Permission #: CAEL 2017039900 2027 Castleman Dr, Nashville, TN, 37215 2020-04-23 To build a new unique family residence at 3103 square feet with attached and covered
porches this is one of two individual family homes on this property... divided by 6 between houses... side mishap min 10'... ahead min 113'... width of the house at 30'.. max ht to 36'6.... need to meet the bl2014-770 that says: the height of two single-family housing units in a single lot cannot exc... see more Permission #: CAPL 2018022723 2025 Castleman
Dr, Nashville, TN, 37215 2020-04-23 To build a unique family home at 3103 m2 with porches and decks attached this is one of the two individual family homes of this property... divided from 131-6-38...min 6 between houses... side mishap min 10'... ahead min 113'... width of the house at 30'.. max ht to 36'6.... need to meet the bl2014-770 that says: the
height of two single-family housing units in a single lot cannot exc... see more Permission #: CAPL 2018022720 2815 B Hody Dr, Nashville, TN, 37206 2019-06-26 To build unit b of 2815 hody drive of new HPR family residence/duplex with 2255 feet of living space and 12m2 square feet of porches and decks. minimum 5 minimum lateral mishaps of 6 feet
between separate units 44.7 minimum frontal mishaps and 20 minimum subsequent setbacks. Maximum overlay contextual coverage of all houses so as not to exceed 2036 square feet maximum height of 27 feet on 1 1/2 floors. Has... see more Permission #: CAGM 2017042018 2815 A Hody Dr, Nashville, TN, 37206 2019-06-26 Contextual overlay to build
unit of a 2815 unit of new HPR/duplex family residence with 2255 feet of living space and 12 square feet of porches and decks. minimum 5 minimum lateral mishaps of 6 feet between separate units 44.7 minimum frontal mishaps and 20 minimum subsequent setbacks. maximum overlay contextual coverage of all houses so as not to exceed 2036 square



feet maximum height of 27 feet in... see more Permission #: CAGM 2017042016 1309 Lone Oak Cir, Nashville, TN, 37215 2018-10-24 Original map and package... 131-7-102 ***seeds hpr at 131-7-3-a.. packages 1 and 2 and 900. now new map and package .... removed the hpr and back to m&amp;p.... Demonstration permits: works for this demolition
permit must be started within thirty (30) days from issuance and must be completed sixty (60) days after the start. this permit expires 90 days after the permit is issued. please call 811 be... see more Permission #: CADM 2018022841 2018022841
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